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Abstract

Key authentication is very important in secret commu-
nications and data security. Lee et al. proposed a new
public key authentication scheme for cryptosystems based
on discrete logarithms in 2003. Recently, Zhang et al.
pointed out that Lee et al.’s scheme was not secure and
proposed an improvement on it. However, in this paper,
we will demonstrate that a dishonest user can forge the
public key via the verification equation in the improved
scheme. Therefore, Zhang et al.’s scheme does not achieve
non-repudiation of the user’s public key.
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1 Introduction

Key authentication is very important in a public key cryp-
tosystem. In such cryptosystem, each user has two keys:
a public key and a private key. There is a possible threat
in public key cryptosystem: an intruder can revise the
public key from the public key directory and substitute
the public key of a target user. In this way, the intruder
can impersonate the user by means of his/her public key
and, hence, raise a security threat of fabrication. The
purpose of key authentication is to verify the public key
of a legal user and prevent a forgery of the public key.

In 2003, Lee et al. [1] proposed a new public key au-
thentication scheme (called the LHL-scheme) for cryp-
tosystems based on discrete logarithms, which uses a
server as an authority. The certificate of the user’s public
key is a combination of his/her password and private key.
Later, Sun et al. [2] pointed out that the LHL-scheme
does not achieve non-repudiation of the user’s public key
(i.e., a dishonest legal user can deny his public key). Re-
cently, Zhang et al. [3] proved that the LHL-scheme was
not secure. From the obtained public information, any-
one can get the private key of the user. Zhang et al. also
proposed an improved scheme to overcome this weakness
(called the ZK-scheme).

In this paper, we will show that a dishonest user can
successfully deny his signature in the ZK-scheme. That
is, the ZK-scheme does not achieve non-repudiation of the
user’s public key either.

2 Review of the ZK-scheme

Similar to the LHL-scheme, the ZK-scheme also employs
a password table that needs a trusted server.

The system parameters of the ZK-scheme are as fol-
lows: Let p and q are prime numbers such that q|p− 1, g
is a generator with order q in Z∗p. The one-way function
f is defined by f(x) = gx mod p. The p, q, and f(x) are
made public. The user of the system has Prv as his/her
private key and PWD as his/her password. Let Pub of
the user’s public key is:

Pub = gPrv mod p.

During the registration phase, the certificate of the
public key is generated by the user with his/her password
and private key. Each user chooses a random number
r ∈ Z∗q , and then calculates f(PWD + r). The certificate
C of the user’s public key is:

C = PWD + r + Prv · Pub mod q.

The user then sends f(PWD + r), R = gr mod p and
his/her ID to the server secretly. The server verifies them
by checking whether the following verification equation
holds:

f(PWD + r) = f(PWD)×R mod p.

If the above equation holds, then the server stores ID
and f(PWD + r) in public password table. To protect
against illegal modification, the server uses the access con-
trol mechanisms. The certificate C and the public key
Pub are opened to the public over the network.

During the key authentication phase, the sender first
downloads the receiver’s certificate C, public key Pub and
f(PWD + r) from the public directory in the network
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and public password table in the server. Then the sender
checks the certificate C of the public key by computing
the following equation:

f(C) = f(PWD + r)× PubPub mod p. (1)

If the above equation holds, the sender accepts the pub-
lic key Pub of the receiver; otherwise, the sender rejects
it.

Obviously, this scheme works correctly.

3 Weakness of the Non-
Repudiation Service

Dispute of digital signatures is a common problem that
could jeopardize electronic commerce applications. Non-
repudiation is an essential security attribute, which can
provide evidence to enable dispute resolution. Unfortu-
nately, the ZK-scheme does not achieve this attribute that
secure key authentication schemes should achieve.

In the ZK-scheme, when the public key Pub is odd (a
dishonest user can ALWAYS choose his private key Prv
in such a way that Pub will be an odd number, and this
will later allow him to cheat), a dishonest legal user can
deny the signature signed using his private key Prv. To
do this, the dishonest user does as follows:

Computes Pub′ = p− Pub . We have

(Pub′)Pub′ mod p

= (p− Pub)(p−Pub)

= pp−Pub +
(

p− Pub
1

)
× p(p−Pub)−1 × (−Pub)

+ · · ·+
(

p− Pub
p− Pub− 1

)
× p× (−Pub)(p−Pub)−1

+ (−Pub)(p−Pub)

= (−Pub)(p−Pub)

= (−Pub)(p−1) × (−Pub)(1−Pub)

= (−Pub)(1−Pub) mod p.

Since Pub is odd, 1 − Pub is an even number. So we
have

(−Pub)(1−Pub) mod p

= (Pub)(1−Pub)

= (gPrv)(1−Pub)

= g(Prv−Prv×Pub) mod p.

Let C ′ = C+Prv−2×Prv×Pub mod q and substitutes
the fabrication certificate C ′ and public key Pub′ in the
public key directory. We can verify that (C ′, Pub′) will

pass the verification Equation (1).

f(PWD + r)× (Pub′)Pub′ mod p

= g(PWD+r) × g(Prv−Prv×Pub)

= g(PWD+r+Prv−Prv×Pub)

= gPWD+r+Prv×Pub+Prv−2×Prv×Pub

= gC+Prv−2×Prv×Pub

= f(C ′) mod p.

So anyone will also be convinced of the integrity of the
forged public key Pub′ via the same previously mentioned
checking Equation (1). However, the signature generated
using Prv and verified using Pub, cannot be verified using
the forged public key Pub′. As a result, the dishonest user
can deny his signature. Therefore, we have shown that the
ZK-scheme does not achieve the non-repudiation service.
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